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What is the Role of Social Media in 
Communicating Public Health Information?

Favorite Quotes

The lines separating online delivery of health-related 
information and social media have blurred.

We’ve leaped from a time of “growing use of social media by 
patients for health-related reasons.” (Smailhodzic, et al. 
2016) to an era of ongoing data collection for tracking 
Twitter discourse on the COVID-19 pandemic (Chen, et al. 
2020).

What do the social media communicators of 2021 have to 
say about public health messaging?

I conducted interviews with five public health 
communicators to gather information about their work 
disseminating information about public health. 

I used Zoom and Skype to conduct the interviews.  

This study was reviewed by the IRB and was determined not 
to be human research.

Social media is a constantly-changing, valued tool in 
communicating public health information. By targeting a 
specific audience, messaging can be customized to inform 
and encourage two-way conversations. These conversations 
require extensive human resources, particularly evident 
during a public health event such as the COVID-19 
pandemic. However, the conversations can foster ongoing 
relationships that serve the missions of public and private 
health organizations in helping patients, providers, and 
scientists understand vital public health information. 

“Two-way communication can be a double-edged sword”
“Format the content to fit the journey of your audience”
“Use social media to build long-term, sustainable relationships”
“Have fun and share content”

• Social media is a crucial tool
• Key players include Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 

LinkedIn, YouTube,  NextDoor, and TikTok.
• The benefits of social media are substantial:

o Can reach both broad and targeted audiences
o Sends messages extremely quickly
o Fosters two-way conversation
o Offers chance to create valued relationships 

• The challenges of social media are real:
o Managing the dialogue requires a lot of bandwidth
o The mental health toll on public health 

communicators who must deal with angry users or 
audiences that question the expertise of traditional 
leaders in health care can be burdensome

o No social media post can truly be deleted
• Meeting the challenges:

o Set guidelines, rotate responsibilities, don’t take 
negativity personally

o Be proactive and stay ahead of the messaging to build 
trust

o Support social media platforms as they assist in 
guiding users to accurate information

• The evolution of social media:
o A change from reaching a general audience to a hyper-

targeted audience
o An important tool within the larger communication 

strategy—no longer just a social channel
o Much more user engagement
o Greater public awareness and knowledge
o "Paid for" distribution and search optimization 

leverages social media from a business perspective
• Best practices and tips:

o Know thy audience and how they interact with social 
media; format your content accordingly

o Create communication on-course with your 
organization's mission

o Be delicate in what is being shared and how people 
are perceiving it

o Use a style guide and consistent messaging,
o Take advantage of targeting and paying
o Make it fun! Kris Ryan
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